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On page 8, at lines 15 and 16, delete " "depth'7 "

and substitute — "dark"--.

On page 9, at line 16, delete w "depth" . " and

substitute — "dark"—

.

5 On page 10, at line 25, delete " "depth" x> and

substitute — "dark"—

.

On page 13, at line 24, delete " "depth" >x and

substitute --"dark"--.

IN THE CLAIMS :

10 Please amend claims 10, 12, 13 and 15 as follows:

lp^Mrended) A methoH^Trrr^^aJJ-bra^ing an

amplifier in an electronic engraving "m22

engraving printing cylinders for g^a^nare printing,

comprising the steps of:

15 acquiring an engraving/^ignal for actuating an

engraving stylus of an en^faving member from engraving

values representing desired tone values and a periodic

vibration signal in ^dxi engraving amplifier that can be

adjusted by signal values for generating an engraving

20 raster; /
with t£*e engraving stylus, engraving cells into the

printing cylinder, the actual dimensions of the cells

representing engraved actual tone values;

^Calculating transmission functions which reproduce

25 relationships between variations, which are adjusted at

the engraving amplifier, lof the signal values and

y^gni ^jng variations of the? geometric actual dimensions

/of the engr^sz^d cells;
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^stftting signal values for modifying at

parameter "vibration", "light", ["depth"] :

"medium gradation" at the engraving amplifier;

with the signal values, engrav^fg test cells for

5 predetermined desired tone values/and measuring their

geometric actual dimensions; /
calculating difference/ values from the actual

dimensions and the desired/dimensions of the cells upon

consideration of the transmission functions;

10 correcting the /signal values by adding the

difference values; /
the steps of/ setting the signal values through

correcting the si/gnal values are repeated using the

corrected signal /values , until the actual dimensions of

15 the cells are at/ least within a tolerance range about the

desired dimensions

;

to shortfen calibration time,

/ in each sequence of the steps from setting

the signal values through correcting the signal

20 values, comparing the actual dimensions of the

cells/ to the desired dimensions;

/ if the actual dimensions are outside the

tolerance range, recalculating the transmission

functions

;

25 / computing new difference values upon

consideration of the recalculated transmission

functions; and /

Is* v^orrecting the^ignal values using the new

difference vStta^r
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uh QrQ in the ^Tended) The method ofclair

dimension of a cell i^s^a^-rrfoss -diagonal, a longitudinal

diagonal and J-p€netration depth] channel width .

13. (Amended) The method of claim 10 wherein the

ffference value of the vibration signal value for the

'parameter "vibration" is computed from a difference

between t^he actual dimensions and the desired dimensions

of a test Yell representing a tone value domain ["depth"]

^ark^X

10

15

20

epresentmg

is determined as

25

'15- (Amended) The meTrfred^of claim 10 wherein

a fictional cross-diagonal for a c

the tone value domain ["depth"] yld&rk

a sum of the measured cK^ss-diagonals and a cross-

diagonal variation tha^occurs owing to the variation of

the vibration sigp^fl;

the devi^ffion of the fictional cross-diagonals from

the desired/cross-diagonals is determined; and

the/difference value of the engraving signal value

for the/parameter ["depth"] "dark" is computed from the

determined deviation and the transmission function, which

reproduces a relationship between a variation of the

engraving signal ^alue for the parameter ["depth"] "dark"

md a resulting/variation of the cross-diagonals of a

cell representing the tone value domain ["depth"]

xdark" .


